Enrollment report by racial/ethnic status by South Carolina Commission on Higher Education
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:     1
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    000000-000   Undeclared
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0  15  15   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   3      16     20  11    7   5   13
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      2   2    0   1    2
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0  18  17   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   3      19     22  13    7   6   15
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0  18  18   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   3      19     23  13    7   6   16
    Non-deg Grad         13    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0  19  18   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   3      20     23  14    7   6   16
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   0    0   2    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   0    0   2    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Non-deg Ugrad        21    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0  14  22   0   0   2   1   0   0   1   2      18     25  16   22   2    3
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0  17  22   0   0   2   1   0   0   1   2      21     25  17   22   4    3
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   5   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1       6      4   6    3   0    1
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   5   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1       6      4   6    3   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1  22  24   0   0   2   1   0   0   2   3      27     29  23   25   4    4
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   1   1   1  41  42   0   0   3   1   0   0   2   6      47     52  37   32  10   20
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:     2
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    010102-000   Agribusiness/Agricultural Business Operations
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    3   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      4   2    4   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4      1   4    1   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       4      2   3    1   1    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11   8   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      12      8  11    7   1    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11   8   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      12      8  11    7   1    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11   8   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      12      8  11    7   1    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:     3
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    090102-000   Mass Communication/Media Studies
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  11   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      12      8   9    5   3    3
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      2   2    2   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  14  10   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      15     10  11    7   4    3
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      2   2    0   3    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1  21  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      22     14  15    8   7    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1  21  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      22     14  15    8   7    6
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1  21  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      22     14  15    8   7    6
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:     4
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    110101-000   Computer and Information Sciences, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  21   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      22      5  17    4   5    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      12      1  11    1   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  33   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      34      6  28    5   6    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  19   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0      20      4  13    4   7    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      15      4  13    4   2    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  25   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      25      5  23    5   2    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  92  18   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1      94     19  77   18  17    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  92  18   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1      94     19  77   18  17    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   3    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      2   5    2   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      2   5    2   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  97  20   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1      99     21  82   20  17    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:     5
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    130401-000   Educational Leadership and Administration, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1       1      4   1    4   0    0
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4  12   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       5     13   4   13   1    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4  14   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   1       6     17   5   17   1    0
    Grad II Doc. 1st     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      3   1    3   1    0
    All Other Doc.       12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     Grad II   TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      5   1    5   1    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   6  19   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   1       8     22   6   22   2    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   6  19   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   1       8     22   6   22   2    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  10   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1     10   0   10   1    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  33   0   0   4   4   0   0   0   0      12     37  12   37   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9  43   0   0   4   4   0   0   0   0      13     47  12   47   1    0
    Grad II Doc. 1st     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  13   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       4     16   3   12   1    4
    All Other Doc.       26    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  16  52   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   0      18     59  10   50   8    9
     Grad II   TOTAL           0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  20  65   0   0   1  10   0   0   0   0      22     75  13   62   9   13
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  29 108   0   0   5  14   0   0   0   0      35    122  25  109  10   13
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  29 108   0   0   5  14   0   0   0   0      35    122  25  109  10   13
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1  35 127   0   0   7  15   0   0   0   1      43    144  31  131  12   13
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:     6
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131001-000   Special Education and Teaching, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      6   3    5   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4     13   4   12   0    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4     13   4   12   0    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    3   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    3   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  16   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6     16   6   15   0    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:     7
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131101-000   Counselor Education/School Counseling and Guidance
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  12   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4     12   4   11   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6     13   6   12   0    1
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6     13   6   12   0    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6     13   6   12   0    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  19   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1     20   1   20   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  20   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1     21   1   21   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  20   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1     21   1   21   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  20   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1     21   1   21   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7  33   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       7     34   7   33   0    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:     8
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131101-001   Counselor Education/School Counseling and Guidance
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  10   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4     10   4   10   0    0
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  15   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3     15   3   15   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7  25   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7     25   7   25   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7  25   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7     25   7   25   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7  25   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7     25   7   25   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      5   2    5   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  17   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       3     19   3   19   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  22   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       5     24   5   24   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  22   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       5     24   5   24   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  22   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       5     24   5   24   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  47   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0      12     49  12   49   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:     9
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131202-000   Elementary Education and Teaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10  17   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      10     17   5   16   5    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      11     13   8   13   3    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  21  30   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      21     30  13   29   8    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12  13   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      12     14  10   12   2    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  21   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      11     22  11   21   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  18  31   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      18     32  16   30   2    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  62  95   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0      62     98  50   92  12    6
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      5   0    5   1    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      6   0    6   1    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      6   0    6   1    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  63 101   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0      63    104  50   98  13    6
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    3   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   3   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       5      5   5    5   0    0
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       1      8   1    8   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       1      9   1    9   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       1      9   1    9   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   9   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       6     14   6   14   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  69 110   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0      69    118  56  112  13    6
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    10
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131203-002   Junior High/Intermediate/Middle School Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      1   6    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      1   6    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      3   6    3   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      3   6    3   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      4   6    4   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    11
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131203-003   Junior High/Intermediate/Middle School Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    12
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131203-006   Junior High/Intermediate/Middle School Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    13
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131205-003   Secondary Education and Teaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1      3   1    3   0    0
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    5   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1      8   1    8   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1      8   1    8   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1      8   1    8   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      6   3    6   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      6   3    6   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      6   3    6   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      6   3    6   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  13   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       4     14   4   14   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    14
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131205-006   Secondary Education and Teaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    4   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    15
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131205-010   Secondary Education and Teaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    4   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    16
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131210-000   Early Childhood Education and Teaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5  18   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5     18   5   16   0    2
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4      8   4    8   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9  26   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       9     26   9   24   0    2
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  19   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       3     20   2   19   1    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  27   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4     27   2   26   2    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  35   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2     35   2   35   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  18 107   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      18    108  15  104   3    4
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    4   0    0
    All Other Mast.      12    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    4   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      9   0    8   0    1
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      9   0    8   0    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0  18 115   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      18    117  15  112   3    5
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      2   0    2   1    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1       0      6   0    6   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1       1      8   0    8   1    0
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  11   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0     13   0   13   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  12   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0     14   0   14   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  12   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0     14   0   14   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1  18   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1       1     22   0   22   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   0   1   0   0   0   0  19 133   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   2      19    139  15  134   4    5
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    17
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131302-000   Art Teacher Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       3      2   3    2   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      6   0    5   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   9   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       5     11   4   10   1    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   9   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       5     11   4   10   1    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5  11   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       5     13   4   12   1    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    18
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131303-000   Business Teacher Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      5   3    4   2    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4      0   1    0   3    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       9      5   4    4   5    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      2   3    1   0    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   3    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      2   0    2   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  16   9   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      16      9  10    7   6    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  16   9   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      16      9  10    7   6    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  16   9   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      16      9  10    7   6    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    19
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131308-000   Family and Consumer Sciences/Home Economics Teach.
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    20
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131309-000   Technology Teacher Education/Industrial Arts Teach
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   2    0   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      0   3    0   2    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    1   1    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      0   4    0   1    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7      0   6    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  19   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      19      1  14    1   5    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  19   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      19      1  14    1   5    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  20   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      20      1  15    1   5    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    21
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131312-000   Music Teacher Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      12      3   6    2   6    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      1   3    0   3    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  18   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      18      4   9    2   9    2
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  17   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0      18      4  12    3   6    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      11      3   7    1   4    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  21   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      21      4  18    4   3    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  67  15   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0      68     15  46   10  22    5
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  67  15   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0      68     15  46   10  22    5
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  67  17   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0      68     17  46   12  22    5
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    22
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131314-000   Physical Education Teaching and Coaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  33  11   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      33     12  27   11   6    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  19   5   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      20      5  17    2   3    3
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  52  16   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1      53     17  44   13   9    4
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  21   4   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0      22      5  20    3   2    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  16   3   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      17      3  14    3   3    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  29   9   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      30      9  28    7   2    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 118  32   0   0   4   1   0   0   0   1     122     34 106   26  16    8
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 118  32   0   0   4   1   0   0   0   1     122     34 106   26  16    8
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    0   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      2   3    1   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      2   3    1   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 121  34   0   0   4   1   0   0   0   1     125     36 109   27  16    9
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    23
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    142301-000   Nuclear Engineering
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      11      8   8    3   3    5
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      11      8   8    3   3    5
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   3   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       7      4   6    2   1    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      0   3    0   2    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       8      5   7    3   1    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  30  15   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1      31     17  24    8   7    9
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  30  15   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1      31     17  24    8   7    9
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  31  15   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1      32     17  24    8   8    9
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    24
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    150201-000   Civil Engineering Technology/Technician
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  16   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      16      3  13    0   3    3
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   3   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      1   3    0   2    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0  19   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      21      4  16    0   5    4
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0  15   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      16      2  12    2   4    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      10      2   6    0   4    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7      4   5    4   2    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   0   0   0   2   0  51  12   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      54     12  39    6  15    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   2   0  51  12   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      54     12  39    6  15    6
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   0   2   0  52  12   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      56     12  41    6  15    6
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    25
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    150303-000   Electrical, Electronic and Communications Engineer
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  19   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      19      2  15    2   4    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4      0   4    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  23   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      23      2  19    2   4    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      10      3   9    2   1    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  16   1   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0      18      1  17    1   1    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  18   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      18      4  16    4   2    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  67  10   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0      69     10  61    9   8    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  67  10   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0      69     10  61    9   8    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       3      1   3    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       3      1   3    1   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   3    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   7   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0      13      0  12    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  10   0   0   0   9   1   0   0   0   0      20      1  19    1   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  10   0   0   0   9   1   0   0   0   0      20      1  19    1   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  77  10   0   0  11   1   0   0   0   0      89     11  80   10   9    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    26
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    150612-000   Industrial Technology/Technician
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      1   5    1   1    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7      2   6    2   1    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      2   2    2   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       9      0   9    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7      4   6    4   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  24   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      25      8  23    8   2    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  24   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      25      8  23    8   2    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   3    0   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   3    0   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  27   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      28      8  26    8   2    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    27
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    150805-000   Mechanical Engineering/Mechanical Technology/Techn
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      13      2   8    2   5    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      0   6    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  19   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      19      2  14    2   5    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      11      1   9    1   2    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      15      0  15    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  18   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      19      0  16    0   3    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  63   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      64      3  54    3  10    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  63   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      64      3  54    3  10    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       4      1   4    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0       7      1   7    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0       7      1   7    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  66   4   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0      71      4  61    4  10    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    28
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    160101-000   Foreign Languages and Literatures, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      6   2    6   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      6   2    6   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      6   2    6   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    29
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    190101-000   Family and Consumer Sciences/Human Sciences, Gen
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      9   0    6   0    3
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    4   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0     13   0   10   0    3
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  13  14   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0      14     17  11   13   3    4
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  16   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       9     16   7   10   2    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0  18  38   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      19     40  16   38   3    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1  39  81   0   0   3   2   0   0   0   0      42     86  34   71   8   15
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1  39  81   0   0   3   2   0   0   0   0      42     86  34   71   8   15
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    4   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  25   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0     26   0   26   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  31   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0     32   0   32   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  31   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0     32   0   32   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1  39 112   0   0   3   3   0   0   0   0      42    118  34  103   8   15
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    30
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    190501-000   Foods, Nutrition, and Wellness Studies, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      2   3    2   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   0    1   1    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       1      3   1    3   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      7   3    6   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  12   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       8     13   7   12   1    1
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    3   0    0
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   2   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    5   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   2   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    5   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0  10  17   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      11     18  10   17   1    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      7   1    7   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      7   1    7   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      7   1    7   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   9   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1     10   1   10   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0  10  26   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1      12     28  11   27   1    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    31
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    190701-000   Human Development and Family Studies, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      3   1    2   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       2      4   2    3   0    1
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       2      4   2    3   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       2      4   2    3   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       2      5   2    4   0    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    32
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    230101-000   English Language and Literature, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  10   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2     10   2   10   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4      4   3    4   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  14   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6     14   5   14   1    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  12   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3     12   1   10   2    2
    Third Year           04    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3     14   1   11   2    3
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7  13   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       7     14   6   13   1    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0  19  52   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      19     54  13   48   6    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0  19  52   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      19     54  13   48   6    6
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      5   1    4   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      5   1    4   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0  20  57   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      20     59  14   52   6    7
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    33
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    260101-000   Biology/Biological Sciences, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  28  42   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   2      28     47  17   21  11   26
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  16   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       8     16   5   10   3    6
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  36  58   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   2      36     63  22   31  14   32
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0  21  38   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3      21     44  16   23   5   21
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10  49   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      10     50   6   32   4   18
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0  20  46   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      21     47  19   33   2   14
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   1   0   2   0   0   0   1  87 191   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   6      88    204  63  119  25   85
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   2   0   0   0   1  87 191   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   6      88    204  63  119  25   85
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    5   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      7   0    7   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      7   0    7   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   0   2   0   0   0   1  87 198   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   6      88    211  63  126  25   85
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    34
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    270101-000   Mathematics, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   7   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       8      5   5    4   3    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      4   1    3   1    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   9   9   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      10      9   6    7   4    2
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7      2   6    2   1    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      6   2    5   1    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   4   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      6   4    5   1    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   0   0   1   0   0   1   0  23  22   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      25     23  18   19   7    4
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   0   1   0   0   1   0  23  22   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      25     23  18   19   7    4
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       1      1   1    0   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       2      1   2    0   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       2      1   2    0   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   0   1   0   0   1   0  25  22   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      27     24  20   19   7    5
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    35
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    310501-000   Health and Physical Education/Fitness, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      15      4  13    2   2    2
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       8      1   8    0   0    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  23   3   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1      23      5  21    2   2    3
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      11      5   9    1   2    4
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      13      1  11    1   2    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      15      4  14    3   1    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  62  13   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1      62     15  55    7   7    8
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  62  13   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1      62     15  55    7   7    8
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   2    0   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   2    0   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  65  13   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1      65     15  57    7   8    8
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    36
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400501-000   Chemistry, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  11   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6     11   2    5   4    6
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   1    0   2    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   8  11   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       9     11   3    5   6    6
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   5   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       2      6   2    3   0    3
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   5   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      6   4    2   1    4
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       3      4   3    3   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0  17  25   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0      19     27  12   13   7   14
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0  17  25   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0      19     27  12   13   7   14
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0  19  26   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0      21     28  14   14   7   14
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    37
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400801-000   Physics, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   1   0   0   3   0   2   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      3   0    0   5    3
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   3   0   2   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      3   0    0   5    3
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    2   0    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       3      1   1    0   2    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0       2      2   2    1   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   3   0   5   9   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0      11     10   4    3   7    7
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   3   0   5   9   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0      11     10   4    3   7    7
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   3   0   5   9   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0      11     10   4    3   7    7
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    38
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    420101-000   Psychology, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  26   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       6     28   6   19   0    9
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   5  11   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       6     12   5    6   1    6
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  11  37   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0      12     40  11   25   1   15
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   2   0   1   0   0  11  37   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      11     40   9   25   2   15
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12  29   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      12     29   7   20   5    9
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  14  28   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      14     30  14   25   0    5
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   3   1   1   0   0  48 131   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0      49    139  41   95   8   44
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   3   1   1   0   0  48 131   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0      49    139  41   95   8   44
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   2    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4      4   4    4   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4      4   4    4   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   3   1   1   0   0  52 135   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0      53    143  45   99   8   44
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    39
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    430103-000   Criminal Justice/Law Enforcement Administration
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0  25  21   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0      27     24  20   14   7   10
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9  12   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      10     12   8   10   2    2
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0  34  33   0   0   3   1   0   0   0   0      37     36  28   24   9   12
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  17  17   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0      18     18  14   17   4    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  18  22   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      19     22  16   18   3    4
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12  35   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      12     35  12   31   0    4
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0  81 107   0   0   3   2   0   0   1   0      86    111  70   90  16   21
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0  81 107   0   0   3   2   0   0   1   0      86    111  70   90  16   21
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      3   3    3   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      3   3    3   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0  84 110   0   0   3   2   0   0   1   0      89    114  73   93  16   21
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    40
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    440701-000   Social Work
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  16   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2     16   2   13   0    3
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    5   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5  21   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5     21   5   18   0    3
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   4  22   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4     23   3   21   1    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  28   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6     28   6   24   0    4
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  41   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4     41   4   41   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  19 112   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      19    113  18  104   1    9
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  19 112   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      19    113  18  104   1    9
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      6   0    6   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      6   0    6   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  19 118   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      19    119  18  110   1    9
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    41
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    450101-000   Social Sciences, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       4      0   4    0   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       5      0   4    0   1    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      1   4    1   1    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       2      4   1    2   1    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4      1   3    1   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15   5   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0      16      6  12    4   4    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15   5   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0      16      6  12    4   4    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15   5   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0      16      6  12    4   4    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    42
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    451001-000   Political Science and Government, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   4  12   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       4     14   4    9   0    5
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7      4   4    4   3    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  11  16   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      11     18   8   13   3    5
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10   9   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      10      9   5    6   5    3
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  12   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1       8     14   5   10   3    4
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      6   4    6   2    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  35  43   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2      35     47  22   35  13   12
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  35  43   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2      35     47  22   35  13   12
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    3   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    3   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    3   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  37  45   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   2      37     50  24   38  13   12
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    43
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    451101-000   Sociology
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      3   0    2   3    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      5   0    4   3    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      5   1    5   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    2   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      3   1    3   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  15   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       6     16   2   14   4    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  15   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       6     16   2   14   4    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  18   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       6     19   2   17   4    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    44
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500501-000   Drama and Dramatics/Theatre Arts, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      1   3    1   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      2   2    0   1    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       0      4   0    4   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      2   1    2   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       8      9   6    7   2    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       8      9   6    7   2    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       8      9   6    7   2    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    45
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500702-000   Fine/Studio Arts, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       8      4   7    3   1    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      0   4    0   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      13      4  11    3   2    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4      4   3    3   1    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       5      3   4    3   1    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      10      1   9    1   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  32  11   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      32     12  27   10   5    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  32  11   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      32     12  27   10   5    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  33  11   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      33     12  28   10   5    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    46
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    501003-000   Music Management
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       9      3   7    2   2    1
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      0   3    0   3    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      15      3  10    2   5    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       4      2   4    2   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7      2   5    1   2    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       8      5   4    5   4    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  34  12   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      34     12  23   10  11    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  34  12   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      34     12  23   10  11    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  36  12   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      36     12  24   10  12    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    47
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    510204-000   Audiology/Audiologist and Speech-Language Patholog
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1     13   1   13   0    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      3   1    3   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  16   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2     16   2   16   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2     13   2   11   0    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  19   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1     19   0   17   1    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  22   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       2     26   2   25   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7  70   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       7     74   6   69   1    5
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   2  19   0   0   2  15   0   0   0   1       4     37   3   34   1    3
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  11   0   0   1  11   0   0   0   0       1     23   1   21   0    2
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   2  30   0   0   3  26   0   0   0   1       5     60   4   55   1    5
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   2  30   0   0   3  26   0   0   0   1       5     60   4   55   1    5
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   9 100   0   0   3  30   0   0   0   1      12    134  10  124   2   10
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    2   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    2   0    1
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    2   0    1
    All Other Mast.      26    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  19   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   1       3     28   3   25   0    3
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  22   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   1       3     31   3   27   0    4
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  22   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   1       3     31   3   27   0    4
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  25   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   1       5     34   5   29   0    5
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   0   3   0   0   0   0  13 125   0   0   4  37   0   0   0   2      17    168  15  153   2   15
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    48
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    512399-000   Rehabilitation and Therapeutic Professions, Other
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  21   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       8     25   8   23   0    2
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  22   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       3     23   3   23   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  43   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0      11     48  11   46   0    2
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  43   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0      11     48  11   46   0    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  43   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0      11     48  11   46   0    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   8   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0       2      9   2    9   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  11   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2     11   2   11   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  19   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0       4     20   4   20   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  19   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0       4     20   4   20   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  19   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0       4     20   4   20   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  14  62   0   0   0   6   0   0   1   0      15     68  15   66   0    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    49
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    513801-001   Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    50
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    513801-002   Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12  76   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0      14     76  10   62   4   14
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  26   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       6     27   4   26   2    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  18 102   0   0   1   1   0   0   1   0      20    103  14   88   6   15
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  14  58   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1      14     62  12   52   2   10
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  56   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       6     57   5   54   1    3
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  56   0   0   1   3   0   0   0   1       9     60   8   55   1    5
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  46 272   0   0   2   7   0   0   1   2      49    282  39  249  10   33
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  46 272   0   0   2   7   0   0   1   2      49    282  39  249  10   33
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1  20   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       1     24   1   23   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1  21   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       1     25   1   24   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1  21   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       1     25   1   24   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0  47 293   0   0   2  10   0   0   1   2      50    307  40  273  10   34
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    51
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    520101-000   Business/Commerce, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       4      4   3    2   1    2
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    1   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   5   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       5      6   4    3   1    3
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   5   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       5      6   4    3   1    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   5   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       5      6   4    3   1    3
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   5   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       6      6   5    3   1    3
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    52
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    520201-002   Business Administration and Management, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  20   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0      22      6  14    3   8    3
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  16   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      16      4  15    3   1    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  36  10   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0      38     10  29    6   9    4
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  23  16   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0      24     17  20   15   4    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  34  14   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      34     15  30   11   4    4
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  30  25   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0      32     25  27   21   5    4
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 123  65   0   0   3   2   0   0   2   0     128     67 106   53  22   14
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 123  65   0   0   3   2   0   0   2   0     128     67 106   53  22   14
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       6      2   5    2   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   2   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       7      3   6    3   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   2   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       7      3   6    3   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 130  67   0   0   3   3   0   0   2   0     135     70 112   56  23   14
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    53
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    520209-000   Transportation/Mobility Management
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       8      2   4    2   4    0
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7      1   7    1   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      15      3  11    3   4    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      15      3  11    3   4    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      15      3  11    3   4    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      15      3  11    3   4    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    54
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    520301-000   Accounting
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  17  15   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      17     15   9   10   8    5
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7      5   6    4   1    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  24  20   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      24     20  15   14   9    6
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13  16   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0      13     18  10   13   3    5
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  17   8   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      17      9   9    5   8    4
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  11   9   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      11     10  11    9   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  65  53   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0      65     57  45   41  20   16
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  65  53   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0      65     57  45   41  20   16
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      4   2    4   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      4   2    4   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  67  57   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0      67     61  47   45  20   16
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    55
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    520601-000   Business/Managerial Economics
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   6   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       7      5   3    3   4    2
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    1   0    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   7   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1       8      7   4    4   4    3
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       7      2   6    1   1    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  10   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      10      5   8    5   2    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   6   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      6   5    5   1    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0  30  18   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      31     20  23   15   8    5
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0  30  18   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      31     20  23   15   8    5
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0  31  19   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1      32     21  24   16   8    5
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    56
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    521401-000   Marketing/Marketing Management, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  17   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      17      5  13    3   4    2
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   8   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       5      8   5    5   0    3
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  22  13   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      22     13  18    8   4    5
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13   7   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      13      8  11    5   2    3
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  14   9   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0      15      9  11    7   4    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15   9   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0      15     10  15    7   0    3
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  64  38   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   0      65     40  55   27  10   13
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  64  38   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   0      65     40  55   27  10   13
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    2   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      1   3    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   5   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       4      6   4    6   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   5   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       4      6   4    6   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  68  43   0   0   0   3   0   0   1   0      69     46  59   33  10   13
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    57
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    540101-000   History, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    1   1    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      4   1    2   1    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      1   2    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       3      1   3    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       9      7   7    5   2    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       9      7   7    5   2    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  10   7   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0      10      7   8    5   2    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003446                                    South Carolina State Univ.                          PAGE:    58
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/04/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  11:11:23
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    999999-999   All Programs
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   3   5   0   1   4   1 388 391   0   0   5   5   0   0   3  11     403    414 286  286 117  128
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   1   0   1   0   2   0 178 148   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0     184    151 144  121  40   30
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   4   5   1   1   6   1 566 539   0   0   7   8   0   0   3  11     587    565 430  407 157  158
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   6   0   1   1   1 325 364   0   0   4  14   0   0   3   5     333    391 261  294  72   97
    Third Year           04    0   1   1   2   1   0   0   0 313 376   0   0   7   8   0   0   1   5     323    392 254  311  69   81
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    1   1   1   4   0   0   0   2 375 489   0   0   6  12   0   0   2   1     385    509 340  454  45   55
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   2   6  17   2   2   7   4 579 768   0   0  24  42   0   0   9  22    1628   1857 285 1466 343  391
    Grad I Mast 1st.     11    3   0   0   2   0   0   1   0  27  70   0   0   3  22   0   0   0   2      34     96  28   89   6    7
    All Other Mast.      12    0   1   0   1   0   0   0   1  24  96   0   0   2  12   0   0   0   0      26    111  24  106   2    5
     Grad I    TOTAL           3   1   0   3   0   0   1   1  51 166   0   0   5  34   0   0   0   2      60    207  52  195   8   12
    Grad II Doc. 1st     11    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      3   1    3   1    0
    All Other Doc.       12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     Grad II   TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   5   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       2      5   1    5   1    0
    Non-deg Grad         13    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    3   1   0   3   0   0   1   1  54 171   0   0   5  34   0   0   0   2      63    212  54  200   9   12
     FULL TIME TOTAL           4   3   6  20   2   2   8   5 633 939   0   0  29  76   0   0   9  24    1691   2069 339 1666 352  403
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       6      3   2    3   4    0
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   9   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0      11     10  10   10   1    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  15  12   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0      17     13  12   13   5    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9  14   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0      10     14  10   14   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  15   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0      13     16  13   15   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0  42  83   0   0   9  10   0   0   0   2      52     96  49   92   3    4
    Non-deg Ugrad        21    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0  14  22   0   0   2   1   0   0   1   2      18     25  16   22   2    3
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   1   1   0   0   1   0  91 146   0   0  16  13   0   0   1   4     110    164 100  156  10    8
    Grad I Mast 1st.     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5  30   0   0   0   2   0   0   2   0       7     32   6   31   1    1
    All Other Mast.      26    1   1   0   1   0   0   1   0  22 133   0   0   5  17   0   0   0   1      29    153  29  149   0    4
     Grad I    TOTAL           1   1   0   1   0   0   1   0  27 163   0   0   5  19   0   0   2   1      36    185  35  180   1    5
    Grad II Doc. 1st     25    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4  13   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       4     16   3   12   1    4
    All Other Doc.       26    0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  16  52   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   0      18     59  10   50   8    9
     Grad II   TOTAL           0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  20  65   0   0   1  10   0   0   0   0      22     75  13   62   9   13
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   5   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1       6      4   6    3   0    1
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    1   1   0   1   1   0   1   1  52 230   0   0   6  29   0   0   3   2      64    264  54  245  10   19
     PART TIME TOTAL           1   1   1   2   1   0   2   1 143 376   0   0  22  42   0   0   4   6     174    428 154  401  20   27
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    5   4   7  22   3   2  10   6 776 315   0   0  51 118   0   0  13  30    1865   2497 493 2067 372  430
